
TERM MEANING LEARN MORE AT
A.I.D.A. Code The four goals for evey marketing piece.  Grab ATTENTION, create 

INTEREST, gernerate DESIRE, and move to ACTION.
WLAM, Video 4

Above The Fold

A phrase taken from newspapers, meaning the stories you could see on 
page 1, without unfolding the paper.  This phrase is now very important 
to online webspages and marketing pieces.  Here it means the first 7 
inches of your page without scrolling dow n.  (Seven inches refers to the 
average  height of a notebook computer screen -  different computers 
will vary.

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution



Alliteration A string of words where the key words begin with the same sound. WLAM, Video 8 - Advanced Copy 
Techniques, Make It Memorable

Bedrock Businesses or 
Entreprenuers

The backbone of our economy are Bedrock Businesses.  From Start-up 
to 500 employees, these businesses employ the biggest chunk of 
American workers.

Marketing 101, Marketing For 
Smarties 101  - Win The Marketing 
Game, Audio 2

Benefits
The important things a buyer receives from the product or services 
purchased.  Buyers are motivated by self-interest.  Show them how 
your product or service can make their lives better is a significant way.

Marketer's Toolbox, Features, 
Benefits & Satisfactions

Bernbach, William (Bill)

One of the four original visonary "Mad"ison ad agency heads who 
changed the face of marketing and advertising forever. (circa 1945 - 
1975)  These men were the inspiration for the hit TV show "Madmen". 
[Doyle Dane Bernbach ]

WLAM, Video 11

Big Promise
The Big Promise is almost always founded on the idea of “Buy This And 
Make Your Life Better”.

Radical WebPower, 13 Essentials 
Your Website Absolutely, Positively 
Must Have To WIN

Blog Short for Weblog.  A blog is a place on the web where you share 
content with others.

WLAM, Video 9

Branding Successful Branding is an outgrowth of the consistent use of your 
unique marketing message, images, logos, colors and style.  

Advanced Copywriting Techniques, 
Taglines

Budgeting
Small businesses often do not set and keep to a marketing budget.  This 
is a mistake.  Like any other part of your business and marketing plan, 
budgeting desrves your full attention.

Marketing 102, Marketing For 
Smarties 102

Call-To-Action
That part of an ad or social post that tells prospects what to do next 
(e.g. visit website, clip coupon, schedule appointment, etc).

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution, 5 
Steps To More Clicks



Cliché 
Words and phrases that are so commonplace, they lose their meaning 
in marketing and advertising situations.  These words should be 
avoided. (Also: Trite, Hackneyed, Platitudes, Banalities)

Marketing 102, 25 Overused, 
Meaningless, Trite And Hackneyed 
Clichés Nobody Believes

Conversion Copy Writing to achieve a desired outcome - having the reader go to you Call-
To-Action

BLOG Like A Madman, Writing Web 
Copy? Do These Three Things

Copywriting
The art and science of writing for commercial consumption, where your 
message is competing with hundreds or thousands of other messages 
for a space in the prospect's mind.  

WLAM Video, 6 and 7 - Advanced 
Copywriting Techniques - 
Copywriter's Toolbox

Credibilty Sales Letter
Provides a simple template for getting Sales Letters right.  Credibility 
gets you through the door.  Without it, you're just another pitchman 
promising the world.

Marketer's Toolbox, How To Write 
Max Impact Emails & Sales Letters  - 
Copywriter's Toolbox, Credibility 
Letter Template

Crossheads Mini headlines place within longer copy to inform the reader of what's 
coming up next and to keep their attention.

WLAM, Video 7 

Decision Spectrum
A graphic representation of a prospects decision-making process from 
the time they first hear about  something until the time they make the 
decision to buy.

WLAM, Video 5 - Offers & Risk 
Reducers, Do You Ignore 94% Of Your 
Prospects?

Differentiation
Separating your business from the competition in the mind of your 
prospects and customers.

Marketing 102, Marketing For 
Smarties 102  - WLAM, Video 3 - Win 
The Marketing Game, Audio 10 - 
Video & Audio Toolbox, 
Differentiation  - Advanced 
Copywriting Techniques, The 
Differentiation Matrix  - Self-Test 
Toolbox, The Differentiation Test

Elevator Pitch (old form)

The dictionary definition of an Elevator Pitch is:  A short summary used 
to quickly and simply define a profession, product, service, organization, 
or event and its value proposition in answer to the question "What do 
you do?" Lasts between 30 seconds and 2 minutes, the length of an 
elevator ride.

WLAM, Video 8 



Elevator Pitch (WLAM)
A quick answer to the question "What do you do?".  Should last only 5-
10 seconds.  The Better Elevator Pitch  is designed to start a 
conversation - not be a monolog. 

WLAM, Video 8 - Marketer's Toolbox, 
The Better Elevator Pitch  video

Email Subject Line
The subject line is the headline for your email.  It should be short and 
benefit-oriented with none of the words that would wake up the SPAM 
police.

Marketer's Toolbox, How To Write 
Max Impact Emails & Sales Letters

Email The Preview Line

The sub-headline of your Email.  Most Email programs have a Preview, 
or pre-header line.  It appears in the Summary section of your program 
and, if you don'y specifically put in a preview line, most programs 
default to the first line of your body copy.

Marketer's Toolbox, How To Write 
Max Impact Emails & Sales Letters

Emails for marketing

Emails used for marketing have much more in common with 
advertisements, webpages, and sales letters than they do with the 
emails you write your friends.  Marketing Emails require the same 
structure and messaging as other marketing pieces.

WLAM Video 9 - Marketer's Toolbox, 
How To Write Max Impact Emails & 
Sales Letters

Evergreen Blogs

Information that stays relevent for significant periods of time.  These 
"evergreen" blog posts can be used again and again. Some information, 
however,  is current - like an announcement of a grand opening,  special 
offer, or new personnel.  It is good for only a limited time and should be 
removed from your blog after it's "sell by" date. 

WLAM, Video 9

Evidence

In marketing, Evidence is presented to back up your claims with real, 
honest, substantive, reasons to buy from you using numbers, facts, 
honors, achievements, and other people’s statements, endorsements, 
or reviews.

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution

Eye Track
Structuring your page to direct the reader's eye where you want it to 
go.  From your Above the Fold message down the page to end up at the 
Call-To-Action.

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution, 5 
Steps To More Clicks

False Alarm Headline
A headline that is not relevent to your business, product or service.  
These confuse and alienate prospects.

WLAM, Video 4 - False Alarm 
Headlines

Features Tangible aspects of your product or service, such as size, speed, power, 
style, ease of operation, etc.

Marketer's Toolbox, Features, 
Benefits & Satisfactions



Font The type style of text. WLAM, Video 7 - '49 Recommended 
Fonts for Best Readability

Franchising

A type of business organization and strategy for expansion where a 
franchisor, licenses its know-how, procedures, intellectual property, use 
of its business model, brand, and rights to sell its branded products and 
services to a franchisee. In return, the franchisee pays certain fees and 
agrees to comply with franchisor's operating rules

Franchising Toolbox

Future Buyer A prospect who has NOT made a decision to buy.  Future Buyers look 
for useful information to help them along the Decision Spectrum.

WLAM, Video 5 - Offers & Risk 
Reducers, 10 Most Comelling Future 
Offers

Headline

Generally the first component of a marketing piece, a headline can be 
either words or images, or a combination of the two.  The main 
purpose of a headline is to interrupt a persons thoughts for the few 
seconds it takes to look at the headline and decide if they wish to read 
further.

WLAM, Video 4 - Headline Toolbox

Ideal (or Avatar) Client

The type of client perfectly suited to need, desire and buy what you 
have. I found it very helpful to picture an actual human being in your 
mind - what information that individual would need to go through their 
decision-making process.

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution

Layout & Design

The two components dealing with how your marketing piece looks and 
feels and how it affects buyer actions.  It is all about how words and 
images are placed on the page in order to generate the most interest 
and the best results.

WLAM, Video 10 - Radical 
WebPower, Look & Flow Small 
Business Website Tempate

Layout & Design, Classic
Tried and true layout styles built in accordance with the prinicples and 
techniques used by the top copywriters of all time. WLAM, Video 10



Logo or Logotype
A Unique way of presenting your company or product name.  It can be 
an image, the use of a specific font, style, and/or color, or a 
combination.

WLAM, Video 10

Lousy Layouts
Pieces where the placement of words and images on a page inhibits a 
prospect's reading and action resulting in low ROI and sales. WLAM, Video 10

Madmen

Write Like A Madman (WLAM) University is named our site in honor 
and respect for the heads of the great agencies I learned from and 
wrote for. The people who were the inspiration for the hit TV series, 
“Madmen”.

WLAM, Video 11

Marketing Everything you do that touches or impacts your customers or prospects.
Marketing 101, Marketing For 
Smarties 101  - Win The Marketing 
Game, Audio 3

Marketing 101 Your marketing message Marketing 101, 2 Types Of Marketing

Marketing Message

The fundamental base of your marketing effort.  Ideally, it should tell 
people who you are and how what you do will benefit them and show 
good reasons (evidence) as to why they should buy from you instead of 
your competitors.

Radical WebPower - 7-Inch Solution

Marketing Piece Any communication designed for marketing purposes, websites, landing 
pages, advertisements, emails, signs, etc are all marketing pieces.

Mega-Marketers
Well-known, heavily marketed companies like Coca-Cola, Procter & 
Gamble, McDonald's, GEICO and such.  They use a formula for their 
marketing that small businesses try to copy.  Don't.

BLOG Like A Madman, Don't Copy 
The Mega-Marketers



Message Based 
Marketing

Message-based	Marketing	is	the	idea	that	a	marketer	must	always	
craft	a	powerful	marketing	message	before	building	communication	
tools	like	websites,	advertisements	and	emails.	It’s	what	you	say	that	
counts.			

WLAM, Video 3

Now Buyer
A prospect who has made a mental commitment to buy.  The next step 
is the decision WHO will he/she buy it from.

WLAM, Video 5 - Offers & Risk 
Reducers, 5 Now Offers That Fall 
Flat And 5 That Work Like A Charm

Objective (of your 
marketing piece)

The one action you wish your reader or listener to take after they have 
read or listened to your marketing piece.

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution

Ogilvy, David

One of the four original visonary "Mad"ison ad agency heads who 
changed the face of marketing and advertising forever. (circa 1945 - 
1975)  These men were the inspiration for the hit TV show "Madmen". 
[Ogilvy & Mather ]

WLAM, Video 11

Opt-In
A (usually Free) offer given in exchange for the prospect filling out an 
"opt-in" form with his contact information (usually first name and 
email address).

Radical WebPower, 13 Essentials 
Your Website Absolutely, Positively 
Must Have To WIN , Adapting To 
Digital "I'll Trade You This Helpful 
Info For Your Email Address"

Pay Per Click
Digital media advertising where payment is based on how many 
prospects "click" on your call to action.

Print Media
Newspapers, Magazines, Brochures, Flyers, Mailers, Newsletters, even 
Postcards.

Copywriter's Toolbox, 13 Rules 
When Writing For Print Media



Psychological Appeal

There are two basic psychological appeals - or appraches - used in 
marketing, Intellectual and Emotional.  Certain products or businesses 
are more suited to a marketing message based on one or the other 
appeal.

WLAM, Video 2 - Win The Marketing 
Game, Audio 11

Psychology of Colors

It's true that some colors work better for certain businesses or 
industries.  Choosing a main color and one or two accent colors can 
make a difference in how your peospects perceive you as a company.  Is 
color a gamechanger?  No.  But even a small boost in effectiveness can 
add to the bottom line.

Radical WebPower, Colors And Your 
Website

Reeves, Rosser

One of the four original visonary "Mad"ison ad agency heads who 
changed the face of marketing and advertising forever. (circa 1945 - 
1975)  These men were the inspiration for the hit TV show "Madmen". 
[Ted Bates International ]

WLAM, Video 11

Return On Investment 
(ROI)

The amount of Net Revenue your marketing campaign delivers divided 
by the costs of that marketing campaign. 

Risk Reducers Tools that reduce the axiety associated with a decision to buy.

Radical WebPower, 13 Essentials 
Your Website Absolutely, Positively 
Must Have To WIN , 5 Steps To More 
Clicks , and BLOG Like A Madman, 
Take Away The Risk Of Buying 

Rubicam, Raymond

One of the four original visonary "Mad"ison ad agency heads who 
changed the face of marketing and advertising forever. (circa 1945 - 
1975)  These men were the inspiration for the hit TV show "Madmen". 
[Young & Rubicam ]

WLAM, Video 11



Sales Letter

A communication between seller and prospects designed to inform, 
educate, and move to action.  A sales letter may be standard mail 
letter, an email, a letter contained in a priority shipment (Fedex, UPS, 
etc).  Sales letters should be crafted using similar tools as are used in 
your website or advertisements. 

WLAM Video 9 - Marketer's Toolbox, 
How To Write Max Impact Emails & 
Sales Letters

Satisfaction The underlying needs or wants of a customer for buying a product or 
service. 

 Marketer's Toolbox, Features, 
Benefits & Satisfactions

SEO - Search Engine 
Optimization

The process of affecting the visability of a website or blog in a search 
engine's organic (unpaid) results.  Also see SERP. WLAM Video 9

SERP Search Engine Results Page.  The organic (unpaid) results of a search on 
Google, Yahoo, Duck Duck Go, Bing, etc.

WLAM Video 9

Seven Seconds
The time you have to capture the attention of the readers, inform them 
they are in the right place, and tell them of a meaningful benefit they'll 
receive from your product or service.

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution

Slogan See Tagline

SPAM Triggers
A list of no-no's most email programs have.  To use these words may 
mean your Email will be sent to the recipient's SPAM folder and they'll 
never see it.

Marketer's Toolbox, How To Write 
Max Impact Emails & Sales Letters

Sub-headlines Sub-heads support and enhance the headline by giving more details 
and/or benefits and reasons to buy.  

WLAM, Video 7 - Headline Toolbox

Tactical Marketing Methods of communication your marketing message (e.g. website, 
advertisements, emails, letters, signs, etc)

Marketing 101, 2 Types Of Marketing

Tagline
Taglines (or slogans) are short, memorable statements usually placed 
after your company name.  Through repetition, taglines become 
associated with your company.  

Copywriter's Toolbox, Taglines: 3-
Second Branding

Tempo and Cadence in 
Copywriting

The pace, or beat, of a piece of copy, whether it's sung or spoken.  A 
positive and pleasing tempo - or cadence - adds to reader's attention 
and recall.

WLAM, Video 8 - Advanced Copy 
Techniques, Make It Memorable



Trade Show (or Expo)

A gathering of businesses that do business with particular industry 
segments (e.g. Franchising, Automotive, Home Repair, Restaurants).  
Exhibitors buy and man "booths" to showcase their products and 
services to the industry, during the show.

Marketer's Toolbox, How To Be A 
Trade Show Pro- Even The Very First 
Time

Triples
A group of three words or short phrases.  Studies have shown these 
Triples, or groups of three, are the easiest to remember, and thus give 
a big boost to branding, recall, and sales.

WLAM, Video 8 - Advanced Copy 
Techniques, Make It Memorable

Unique Selling 
Proposition (USP)

One of the most important concepts in marketing, the USP was 
introduced in 1961 by Rosser Reeves, chairman of Ted Bates 
International.  This 51 word concept has been the standard of the 
industry ever since.  It says each ad must make a proposition to the 
prospect. It must say "Buy this and get this specific benefit."  It must be 
a proposition the competition can not do or does not talk about.  And it 
must be strong enough to move the prospect to action. Your USP should 
form the foundation of your marketing message.

WLAM, Video 3 - Video & Audio 
Toolbox, USP 

Value Proposition
Akin to Benfits, a VP communicates the benefits (reasons to buy) and 
satisfactions (underlying reasons to buy) of purchasing a product or 
service and how that purchase will improve your life.  

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution

Website

The most important marketing tool for almost all small businesses.  
Websites give credibility and tell prople you're for real.  Without a (well-
designed) website, your chances of generating new business become 
slim.  It is your marketing message, digital brouchure, and personal 
story, all rolled into one.

Radical WebPower - Self-Test 
Toolbox, 33-Point Website Self-
Evaluation , 7-Minue WebPower Test

Website Design
The science and strategy of website structure, flow, content, offers, and 
call-to-action.

WLAM, Video 10 - Radical 
WebPower, Look & Flow Small 
Business Website Tempate



Welcome Video
It's a good idea - and sometimes a great idea - to put a personal 
"Welcome" or "Intro" video on your website.  Buy what to say?  (See 
out setailed 

Marketer's Toolbox, How To Write 
Max Impact Emails & Sales Letters

Write-In Test
If you cross out your name and write in your competitor's and the piece 
is still pretty much valid…you have a lot more work to do.

Radical WebPower, 7-Inch Solution  - 
Self Text Toolbox, Write-In Test









 


